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QUESTION 1

Which two methods are efficient and scalable? Choose 2 answers 

A. ProductMgr.queryAllSiteProducts() 

B. ProductSearchModel.getProductSearchHits() 

C. Category.getProducts() 

D. ProductSearchHit.getRepresentedProductsQ 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A Digital Developer is working on a multi-site realm. A new site requires a different layout for the account landing page.
The business logic and data model remain the same. The existing code is in AccountCoatrol.-s and accountlanding.isul
in the app_at storefront cartridge The app_3torefront cartridge contains code for all other business functions. The
cartridge path for the new site is currently int_cybersource: mc_];aypal:app_storefront. The Developer creates a new
cartridge named app_newsire that contains only the accountlanding.isml template for the new site. Which modification
should be made to the new cartridge path? 

A. Set the cartridge path to include only app_newsite. 

B. Set the cartridge path so that app_storefront is before int_cybersource. 

C. Set the cartridge path so that app_newsite is before app_storefront. 

D. Set the cartridge path so that app_newsite is after app_storefront. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A business user wants to add a link to a content page from within the body of another content asset. 

The target content asset ID is: terms-and-conditions. 

Which link function generates the correct link? 

A. $include(\\'Page-Include\\', \\'cid\\', \\'terms-and-conditions\\')$ 

B. $url(*Page-Show\\', \\'cid\\', \\'terms-and-conditions\\')s 

C. $http(\\'Content-Page\\', \\'cid\\', \\'terms-and-conditions^S 

D. $httpUrl(\\'Content-Show\ \\'cid\\', ,terms-and-conditions\\')$ 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A Digital Developer is inspecting the weekly service status report for a critical internally-hosted web service used in the
application and notices that there are too many instances of unavailability. Which two solutions are possible options to
reduce the unavailability of the service? Choose 2 answers 

A. Change the code that makes the request to set the throwOnError attribute, of the service, to be true. 

B. Modify the code that makes the request to the external service to be wrapped in a try / catch block. 

C. Increase the web service time out. 

D. Update the external service to have a faster response time. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

A Digital Developer noticed that cartridges in their workspace are NOT executing. The Developer confirms that the
cartridges are uploaded to the B2C Commerce server connection\\'s target version directory. Which action potentially
solves this problem? 

A. Set the active code version to use the latest compatibility mode. 

B. Remove invalid characters from cartridge file and folder names. 

C. Set the server connection\\'s target version directory to the active code version. 

D. Remove invalid characters from the code version\\'s name. 

Correct Answer: C 
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